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I Want To Create 

I want to feel the smooth wood of the pencil in my hand. 
My emotions flow through them and onto the paper, 
The sound of them glide is music to my ears. 

Colors blend to form something realistic and pleasing to the eye. 
My pens are the petite messengers of my mind. 
When I create art, I keep my mind's atmosphere free of self-doubt-gasses. 

Art can't harm anyone, that's the beauty of it. 
Is it my soul's chiming laughter or its cascading tears that my art depicts? 
Who knows? Maybe both. 

Art is how my heart speaks when my lips cannot describe how much I feel. 
The pencils and paint grasp the flames in my heart and put it onto paper, 
And on that paper my emotions will lie - forever. 

Sophie Munoz
Grade 7

Sydney Kula
Grade 8
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 Great and Terrible

 I make my mark on the empty page
 like a ship through water.
 My story is painted over
 written over
 crossed out
 blacked out
 But as time marches on
 it is never truly gone.

 I tell the truth,
 lies.
 I make people laugh - 
 or cry.
 I help them,
 ruin them
 bring them fame and fortune,
 poverty and despair. 
 I am the greatest tool,
 the deadliest weapon.

 My purpose?
 to entertain, inform.
 To satisfy readers - 
 or leave them hanging.

 Laura Clapp
 Grade 8

 I am a Lonely Masterpiece

 I am a lonely masterpiece
 I am a famous painting
 I work with my artist, his paintbrush
 Through my soundboard notes are painted on
 the ears of the ordinary
 I’m a kaleidoscope of emotions happy, sad,
 confused, mystified, passionate
 I can be shy and close my mouth, or
 confident, my strings wide open
 Yet with all my talents I remain an outcast...
 I am forced to stand alone
 I am a lonely masterpiece.

Ismail Ameen
Grade 7

Eliza McDonald
Grade 8
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I am from tenements;
From hundreds of individual rubber bands
meticulously linked
to form a springy jump rope;
from homemade slingshots
which every kid had;
to pingpong 
played on a cement table
with wooden paddles.

I’m from chickens and ducks
producing fresh eggs
(ending up in my stomach).
From hauling,
	 carrying,
	     and drinking
the icy water from the nearby well.

I’m from flavored popsicles and milk candy
bought at the local supermarket
given to me.

I’m from “Study hard, play hard”
meaning study first,
then play;
put your heart into both.

I’m from countless mounds
of comic books
calling out to have its plot revealed;
from the local theater
crowded with people
watching black and white movies.

I’m from risks taken
	 	 clues found
	 	 feats accomplished
	 	 mysteries solved
	 	 and lessons learned
inside a Sherlock Holmes novel.

I’m from the Beijing Opera
lively voices made complete
with the Clang! Crash! Bam!
of the instruments.

I’m from the ambition
to become a doctor
a dream inspired
not pursued.

I’m from the old scrapbook
filled with pictures
sharing memories
that tell my story.

Hudson Lin
Grade 7 

 The Portals

 Portals into another world
 Incredibly soft and comfortable
 Letting them go is almost impossible
 Lying on the bed with them is common
 Opens the doors to sleep
 Will never fail to relax you.

Dan Beitler
Grade 8

Stuck Door

The familiar 34-20-34 combo
The sticky door

The writing on the walls from past memories
“Class of 2010!”

The brown rust on the hooks
The piles of missing assignments
Like that poetry packet for English

The mess of water bottles
Where the water has turned to a murky grey

The crumpled picture of
Jane, Gilly, Caroline, Ellie, and me

The dried out pens covering the bottom
The Papermate label covered in exploding navy blue ink

My Locker
Emily Schwartz

Grade 8 
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On Being 11

It feels like it was yesterday, walking into Heathcote Elementary School

Waving to my old friends and playing our usual games
meeting my new teacher and seeing the old teachers fade away

getting my books ready, inspecting my classroom
cleaning the same dust and gum off my desk.

But now like the turtle who saw an alligator come up from within the lake
I slide back into my shell and softly peek outside

I realized I am now the prey
who is watching out for its predator

living life in a new habitat and trying to adapt.

As I slowly get ahold of things I meet new people from my kind
they are like my faded out friends I used to have but refreshed

that scared, useless prey now suddenly changes and begins a new journey
skipping away on the yellow brick road

hoping to find more good than there is bad.

I am now no longer living life like it was before
I wake up late, I make my own plans, and I have more responsibilities.

There has been more silver than bronze
but I am searching for the gold

sustaining a new lifestyle and trying to live it to the fullest is not as painful as my
mom and dad say it is, but right now I am that tortoise trying to keep up with the hare

but it is not as easy as the story says it is.

It feels like it was yesterday walking into Heathcote Elementary School

Jake Singer
Grade 6

Zachary Berkson
Grade 6
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The Locker

Scratched and old after years of use,
It creaks open like an old door
I go and give the lock a spin,

To hear the satisfying click of it opening.
I look in to find the textbooks in a pile

Red, brown, yellow,
Scattered around like leaves in the fall.

I reach down, looking for the textbook I need,
a needle in a haystack.

I stick my head in and smell the musty smell
of used and old.

Finally, I find the one I need,
I grab it and slam the locker closed with a BANG.

I close the lock and hear the resounding click,
Then walk away.

Daniel Berkson
Grade 8

On Being 11

It’s only a number, but I am eleven.
It’s the year of middle school beginnings.
More pressure and responsibility are being taken on.
There are days I feel like my head is a hot air balloon,
filled with an abundance of heat; ready to explode!

It’s only a number, but I am eleven.
I run to the corner to catch my screaming bus,
headed down the street.
When I get on the bus I think to myself,
Here’s another day of torture with a cherry on top.
Just making it to my locker on time, I think,
“Who knew my baseball catcher equipment
would have come in handy with a bottom locker.”
Did I really fit ALL of this in here?

It’s only a number, but I am eleven.
I remember when lunch was so simple.
Lunch in our cafeteria is feeding time in a shark tank,
full of tiny little guppies ready to be swallowed whole.
Twenty minutes to inhale your food,
Can it be done...cough, cough, gag, swallow...barely!

It’s only a number but I am eleven.
Classes will my day, like cream goes into a cannoli.
Sure it’s good stuff, but sometimes it oozes out
and just gets messy.
When I’m coming home on the bus, 
I realize it’s all about creativity and survival.

It’s only a number, but I am eleven,
well, at least until I turn twelve.                    Peter Godshall
	 	 	 	 	 	 	   Grade 6   

Miku Morikuni
Grade 8 

Nick Quill
Grade 8
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I am from 
growing up with pride
wanting to be an actress
knowing I could be whatever I wanted to be
having dreams
and having imagination
with my barbies

I am from 
being captivated
by books
Nancy Drew
trying to solve all the mysteries
Books by Judy Blume
on a lazy summer day.
The suspenseful
Flowers in the Attic

I am from 
admiring
John Travolta
for his acting and good looks
Shaun Cassidy
Rick Springfield
Ralph Macchio

I am from 
having fun
basking in the sun
jumping rope,
playing tag
and jumping for joy
in hopscotch

Laura Polin
Grade 7

I am from
eating
sweet watermelon smelling
Jolly Ranchers
and the M&Ms
would speak to me
for their sound of crunch
when you eat them
while the chocolate melts in your 
mouth.

I am from 
hanging out with my friends
playing an intense game of
Monopoly, Clue,
Trouble,
and Jacks

I am from 
playing the clarinet
letting my mind go free
drawing

I am from
living my life in the moment
never wasting
a day
spending 
each day
with happiness.

Mary Cecil
Grade 8
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Rachel Wolfe
Grade 7

What They Call Beautiful

I look happy. I am not.
I have so much hair to stuff into a complicated braid

That is so tight I want to faint. I imagine
It loose, tumbling down to my shoulders.

My makeup has hardened into a rigid, smiling mask.
But my eyes are murderous, staring

At flashing cameras.
Spots dance in front of my dry eyes

That can no longer blink.

Hundreds of pictures
Taken of me

Smiling in this unforgiving dress,
Corsets pulled so tight

I can’t breathe.

My pain is cloaked in a white color
An angelic color

That shouldn’t cause pain.
Yet it does.

I cannot think.
A seemingly gentle wreath
Squeezes my head so hard

I fear it may come off.

My shoes too small, squeeze feet
Into a shape of false grace
That are forced to stand

and endure my pain.

No one wants me
As I am

No one sees
I wish I weren’t smiling.

They make me
What they call beautiful.

Mandira Shashank
Grade 7
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The Old Tree

I erupt from
The tender soil

And reach my limbs 
Up towards 
The hot
Glowing 
Yellow ball
We call the sun

Over time
My roots sink down
Grasping
Reaching
Farther and farther
As my branches
Stretch up as tall 

As tall can be

Then the cold comes
My leaves turn
A jolly shade
Of reds and yellows
And they
B
    r
       e
          a
              k
                  off
	 And fall
	 	 And drift
Slowly 
To the ground
Where they lay
Waiting for spring
And the warmth
Of the hot
Glowing
Yellow ball
That is called the sun

And my branches are bare
And dark
And cold
And the snow
Falls gently
As it covers the ground
In a soft layer

And the snow slowly melts
As it turns into slush
A brown, ugly mush

As the warmth 
Comes back
From the hot
Glowing
Yellow ball
That we call the sun

Until new
Green leaves bud
Where the squirrels balance
On my slender limbs
And my leaves, like
A full head of hair

Waiting...
And watching

As life passes

But I,
I stay here
Rooted deep underneath

Never moving
Never stopping
Only watching.

Jessie Kwong
Grade 8 

Lauren Cho
Grade 6
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FALL

The warmth of summer
Gone

Orange, brown, yellow
Leaves start to appear

The smell of pumpkin is an invitation to this season
The sound of falling raindrops on my window

Is like tap dancers on a wood floor
Leaves fall to the ground

Leaving the ground tie dyed
Apples galore

This season is their time to shine
All of a sudden
Trees are bare

Frost enters the air
Now new things enter for the new season

But old memories of fall remain

Sophie Kellner
Grade 7

The autumn wind carries me away
Sending me buying a new sleigh
For the upcoming winter
I hear the wood start to splinter
Since its so cold outside
My cheeks blush as I collide
Down I roll onto the orange leaves
Little bits of dirt enter my sleeves
Which makes me angry and annoyed
Leaving my shirt dirty and destroyed
Don’t get me wrong I love autumn
The problem is I’m at the bottom
Of the hill that I was rolling down
Oops, it’s now currently dawn
I have to go to the salon
Since my hair is now a mess
I have to go, I guess.

Sofia Lacagnina
Grade 7

Fall Leaves

Crunch
The leaves crinkle under me
Every step I take I feel nature

being smothered with my feet.
All of the leaves have a special color

that brings fall alive.
When I drive in the car

I see the leaves as monotone rainbows
outside my window.

When fall comes
I know I will have a delight

With every
step

I take.

Meredith Hurshman
Grade 6

Jillian Stachyra
Grade 7
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I’m Just an Apple on a Tree

I am an apple that hung
From the most beautiful apple tree
An apple so sweet and ripe, needs a tongue
Born like sail boats on clear blue seas
I began as a most wonderful seed
The most minuscule bit of life attainable
Yet I continuously prove to exceed
All their wildest thoughts sustainable
For this apple, me, has survived
Through rain, snow, and hail
I will proceed to thrive
To not a single human’s avail
I shall always look down
To blades of grass below
I shall never be sold in town
For eternity, I will grow
Myself, being so delicious
I refuse to be touched by man
I am an apple with a mind ambitious
I formulated the most perfect plan
I am so cloying and full of life
With such a bright red hue
I can survive the dangers of a knife
For my colors are so true
You see, the other apples
Have fallen to their fate, the ground
Not one still grapples
And I will never be found
But if man ever ate
An apple as superb as me
There would occur a misfortune 
tremendously great
That all my perfection would just be a memory

Katie Yang
Grade 8

Looking Out the Window

Looking out the window,
The rain pours
Beating down
On the trees.

Staring out the window,
The sun becomes
Enveloped
By the clouds
Of dark grey.

Peering out the window,
The trees bow
In any direction
The way the wind pushes.

Glancing out the window,
Small animals scurry
To safety
Not knowing 
Their homes could
Become destroyed
On this 
dark night.

Leaving the window,
I feel safe
At home
Away from
The dangers
Of Hurricane Sandy.

Hannah Lebow
Grade 6 

Nicole Kassabian
Grade 6
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The Swings

Sun shines through the trees
illuminating the ground below
paints the grass a shade
of kelly green.
Wooden swings around her swirl,
like leaves on a crisp fall day.
She sits down
on a swing painted orange and black.

Friendships lift her in the air
as giggles come
from below her.
Flying on the swing,
looking down at dust,
hoping these bonds
will last forever.
Although the sky is fading,
her hope will never die.
It will always be in her grasp,
she just has to hold on.

Looking around,
she sees the lake,
the moon,
the fireflies
and the fields
all illuminated by the moon,
floating in the sky,
accompanied by the stars,
shimmering against the lake.

Aliza Mehlman
Grade 6

Summer’s Dusk

A reflection of the sunset, on the water is visible,
the colors gently dance across the sky.
A rich orange, a vivid pink, a soft purple, spin across the sky.
The sun slips under the horizon.

The cool breeze lifts me up.
The song of the wind pulls me down.
The whisper of the shifting sand puts me to sleep.

I am awakened by the sound of waves overlapping,
the smell of water wafts around me.

The tranquility of dusk relaxes me.

Madhavi Shashank
Grade 6

Aerin Gelblum
Grade 6
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A Spring Night

I listen to the lulling music of the trees
Sway back and forth in the cool night air.

A lace veil with twinkling stars embroidered in it
Spreads out on the fading sky.

Spring flowers close up their velvet petals
for the gloomy night.

Misty figures lurk their way from behind the trees
letting the gentle night air
sweep them off their feet.

The moon casts an eerie fog on
the mossy ground.

Nocturnal animals make their way out of their dens
and into the night air.

I watch and lay down on the mossy earth of the river bank,
gurgling itself to sleep.

I suck on a white honeysuckle
letting the sweet nectar drip down my chin.

Enchanted air blows up my shirt
and tickles my nose.

I look at the twinkling stars above
and slowly ease myself to sleep.

I lie there,
my hands numb from the frosty night air.

Will I ever see the sparkling dew on the grass?
Or the majestic greatness of life scurrying across

the forest floor?
Will I ever see fluffy clouds in the sky?

Will I ever see daylight again?
I will have to wait...wait for tomorrow.

Lily Foley
Grade 6

A Starless Night

The night was dark
except for the moon.

The crescent moon was shining
with a dull, silver glow.

The lone shine of the moon
was like fire in the dark.

The dull shine of the moon was alone,
which made its dull shine

as bright as the sun.
As the wind howled

the moon stayed
frozen

creating light in the night.

Diana Nerangis
Grade 6

Chris Gaujean
Grade 7

Jillian Mehlman
Grade 8 
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Nightmare in Paradise...a true story

 How is it that sunshine can turn to storm in a moment? That paradise can transform into a 
terrifying nightmare with a single move? That one moment you can be perfectly fine and the next, 
you’re thrust into darkness, never to resurface? Just over a year ago, I witnessed something that 
taught me this lesson and changed the way I think about things forever.

 Last year, my family and I were in vacation to Aruba. The day was pleasant and sunny, so we 
decided to go on a jeep tour of the island. There were two other families in our jeep; one with a 6-
year-old girl, and the other with a teenage son. After a long, exciting day of bumpy roads, 
mysterious caves, coconut juice, rocky natural “pools” filled with seawater, ostrich farms, and little 
wild goats prancing beside the street, we arrived at our last stop: the Baby Beach. It’s called the 
Baby Beach because, supposedly, the water is so calm and shallow that babies could wade there 
safely.

 We all expected a relaxing end of the afternoon sunbathing on the beach and wading in the 
water. The tour guide told us that we wouldn’t need life vests, even if we went farther than the 
shoreline to see the coral reefs. “It’s only a few feet”, he said. A few steps into the water, I realized 
that the whole thing was probably like a kid pool, for the water hardly rose above my knees. I 
splashed as fast as I could to try to get to the deeper water. Then, I dove in.

 It was an underwater paradise. Colorful tropical fish wove in and out of castle-like coral. I let 
the turquoise envelop me, and reflected on the wonderful day. I recalled the Natural Pool, how 
amazing it had been when the massive waves had slammed against the rock. The family with the 
teenage son had climbed the rock together and stood triumphantly at the top. It had seemed 
dangerous, but no one had fallen. I remembered the sweet taste of coconut juice. Everyone had 
enjoyed it, and I even got a free bag of roasted peanuts. I thought about the bumpy ride in the van 
and seeing the adorable little goats playing beside the street. The family with the teenage son had 
told us that this was their first time going to any tropical place for vacation and that they’d waited 
for years. I was just starting to realize that being lost in a reverie in the middle of the ocean might 
not be such a good idea when I looked up.

 The shore seemed a mile away although it couldn’t have been. Panic spread through my 
body and balled up in the pit of my stomach. I looked down, and the ocean floor seemed to drop 
below me. I tried desperately to touch the bottom with my feet, but I wasn’t even close. Then I 
realized that the tide was pushing me out. I frantically tried to swim back but I felt as though there 
was a tremendous force pushing against me. All my splashing and paddling seemed futile. 
Saltwater stung my eyes and got into my lungs. This was a matter of life or death.

 I finally made it back to shore, gasping for air. I sank into the damp sand, exhausted. “Call 
911!” I suddenly heard. I wasn’t sure I heard right. What was happening? Why did they have to call 
911? I saw the teenage boy crying. Then someone told me that his mother had just drowned. She’d 
somehow gotten thrown out of the protected bay area into the massive waves. I was shocked and 
scared. I heard sirens in the distance, and then I could see the flashing lights of police cars and an 
ambulance. All in a blur, they found the woman washed up on the other side of the rocks. They 
carried her lifeless body in a stretcher to the ambulance and drove away.
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	 The sky was turning dark as we waited on the beach for hours. The tour guide had gone with 
the ambulance, leaving us alone. There were no houses or buildings nearby. Fear and sorrow 
settled on all of us. The shadowy beach had taken on a menacing feeling. The endless hours slowly 
dragged along. What was going to happen? My stomach growled. I tried to stop it, for how could I 
be hungry when someone might be dying? But I was still hungry, and so was the little girl in our 
jeep. I shared my bag of peanuts with her.

 When the tour guide finally came back, the sky was as dark as midnight. We all rushed up to 
him, both relieved that we weren’t stranded and afraid of what he might tell us. When I got closer, I 
realized from his face that it was bad. I braced myself for the worst, but when the words came out 
of his mouth, it hit me much harder that I could have prepared for. The woman in our jeep had died. 
Tears welled up in my eyes. I thought about her family, how they’d been so excited for this once-in-
a-lifetime vacation, how just a few hours ago the lady was sipping coconut juice with her son with a 
smile on her face. And I realized how much more this had been than just a death.

 Things are not always as they seem. People say this all the time, but now I think I really 
understand what it means. Who could have thought that the Baby Beach could claim a life? Who 
could have known that a beautiful day could end so tragically? Now, I think more about the 
consequences of actions and that tragedy could touch anyone. After all, it could have been me who 
drowned if I hadn’t swum back before it was too late or if I’d given in to the tide. Life is fragile. Life 
is precious. We should appreciate every moment of our lives. As actor James Dean once said, 
“Dream as if you’ll live forever; live as if you’ll die today.”

Emily Wang
Grade 7

Christie Du
Grade 8
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Winter

Flurries swirl around in the air
The world is like a never-ending clean white sheet
Bare trees reach their arms up to the sky
Catching the snow as it falls
Icicles hang from the house like perfect crystals
The snow crunches beneath my feet
The cold air makes my cheeks feel numb
But the winter is still beautiful

Claire Kurzweil
Grade 7

White is gooey marshmallows
floating in a sea of hot chocolate
Marshmallows are wispy clouds

hovering in the sky
To comfort and to warm after a day

of play and frostbitten fingers
Bobbing up and down until they
disappear into a chocolate abyss

The taste of richness and
sweet warmth

against my tongue

Jenna Orrico
Grade 7

Winter Skies

Looking up
My eyes are pooled with midnight
Casting dark shadows
Across the shimmering snow

Shadows dance
To the sound of the wind
That bites at my nose
And whispers into my ear
Secrets that lay blanketed
Beneath the snow

My breath
Creating ghosts of summer
Seems like an eternal winter
Lies ahead

Caleigh Bell-Rosof
Grade 7

One Snowy Day

At first a solitary flake
slowly puffs of white

are everywhere
each snowflake

a glistening wonder
dancing merrily from above

kissing
the tree branches and stone fences

telling all of nature
shhh

rendering the landscapes
a creamy palette

waiting for fresh tracks
of a hoof
or a boot

perhaps a sled
how long will it stay?

When will it go?

Caroline Schuh
Grade 6

Sophie Grippo
Grade
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A Cold Winter

Cold
The frigid cold

Biting my toes and freezing my cheeks as I walk
Cold

Filling up the house
The house is now as silent and cold as winter’s first snow fall

Cold
Not even the warm cocoa in my mug can drive away the ferocious cold

Not even the heat radiating from the glowing fire can make a dent
in the cold that fills the room

Cold
The biting cold that murders any intruder into its outdoorsy playground

The wind whipping the cold around poles like a boomerang flies in the air
The cold never lets you walk by without

Freezing your insides and coating your fingers in a frost
It’s cold

and we stay inside
With our cocoa and fire ablaze

Trying desperately to fight that cold
But cold isn’t everything

And the cold will go
Cold

Maria-Chiara Bellomo
Grade 7

Jacob Gliedman
Grade 6
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WInter Monday Morning

As I resignedly eased out of
my snug blankets

that wrapped me like a cocoon
I am greeted

by a cool breath of air
that my warm blankets
had protected me from

And I gaze longingly
through my frosted window
I see delicate snowflakes

lazily drifting down
onto the cold muddy ground

Silently
like a gentle powdered sugar

hastily dashed onto
my mother’s heavenly chocolate cake

Natalie Isak
Grade 7

Winter
The fluffy marshmallows melting on my tongue

while drinking hot chocolate
My hands are pink

in the white world waiting for the bus
My breath is frozen instantly when I exhale

Winter

Ella Saenger
Grade 7

White Blanket

The beating tangerine sun
Rises with a tremulous glow,

Bringing light to the entire world,
The world wakes up covered in a white security blanket

Of light and heavy snow.
The trees sag down to a slouching position

As if someone laid a heavy barrel
On their strong healthy limbs.
Earth’s homemade diamonds

Glint in the sunlight as they drift down
To a peaceful winter’s rest.

Birds fly down from their comfortable perch in a nearby nest,
Searching for earthworms to feed their babies up above.

Each step leaving small animal tracks,
Creating patterns upon the snow.

Small fall bulbs try to find their way out
Of this solid icy maze of snow

To the warmth that waits beyond them.
When the world comes to peace

And the world is at ease,
Just know wherever you go

Let it snow!
Lizzy Riina

Grade 6

Winter
A blanket of white everywhere,
An icy wind blows,
Leaving behind red cheeks and numb noses
Steaming hot chocolate in my hands,
The sound of snow crunching underfoot
The ice reflecting a winter wonderland.

Lauren Jacoby
Grade 7
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Snowfall

I wish I was a
snowflake

Seeing everything 
there is to see

I would drift and drift
and

drift some more
Maybe onto that old

Sycamore

Matthew Kuo
Grade 7

The Angel in White

As the snow
Shimmers

Onto the blinding base of Buttermilk Mountain
I can feel it on my snowboard

Clumping
Like milk and butter making a snowflake pie

As I enter trees I can hear the
Crisp

Wind roaring through my cyan goggles
As I jump out of trees

I start to spin my way around
As if in Slow Motion
I see the clouds part

Into a
Halo

Around the summit
It’s as if the Mountain is an

Angel in White

Tanner Zachem
Grade 6

The Cold Rejection

Scalding sun beats down on cruel snow
Only to be rejected by its frigid

and stinging backfire
I’ve never seen such sleety and

sickening snow
They remind me of the cold horror

that can happen this season
But when the sun cannot ever pierce the

dormant yet horrible snow,
I doubt the earth can keep any more

of this blinding snow out
How I hate the cold rejection of winter

Daniel Goldstein
Grade 7

Jason Kaplan
Grade 6
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Snow in the Air

I wake up to hear the sound of “God” calling,
“This is Linda Purvis, 

snow is falling!”
I get right up, and look outside

A thick layer
stretching wide.

I rush downstairs, eat a bowl,
running around like I’m

in the Super Bowl.
I make it outside and BLAM,

I see
A ball of snow heading straight 

towards me,
Matrix-esque, I block the blow,

Ladies and Gentlemen,
get ready for a show.

Miles Barrow
Grade 7

Winter

Everyday in science class, the days
that flurries would come down 
beginning their advance
We would gape in wonder, 
staring at the magical flakes
before our teacher sat us down.
We would go home,
thinking of sleds and snowball fights
and a snow day.
We would dream, of snow and snow men
and of hope.

It rained the next day.

Charles Simonds
Grade 7

 Winter is the frozen sharpness of air when it hits my face
 The loud cracking of the trees in the cold silent nights
 The smell of golden, puffed marshmallows by the fire
 The gentle stride of an ice skater, as swift as a bird on a warm day
 The muffled crunch of snow and it crackles under my feet
  Winter is the season of long nights and naked trees

 Anna Giddins
 Grade 7

Sylvia Bayrakdarian
Grade 6
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As I Fall

As I fall
I see the world

And all the playing boys and girls

Cold and wet, soft and fast
If it’s too hot I won’t last

As I fall
Tumbling down

I make my way to the icy ground

We are all different, none the same
Everyone has a different name

Icy cold, icy blue
Shiny and elegant as I kiss the solid ground

As I fall
The kids come screaming

“No school today, we must be dreaming!”

Amy Bi
Grade 8

My Life

My life
Uses a voice from the heavens
So beautiful it will heal you
I am in love with it.
Can give the blind sight.

Ryan Yorke
Grade 7

 Winter

 Falling snow is like sprinkles on a cupcake
 Crisp sounds steeping
 Snowballs flying
 Red fingers screaming
 Icicles dropping
 Winter is spending time with family
 Leaves falling, never to be see until spring
 Bare trees like ghosts in the middle of the night
 taunting you.

Kristen Wong
Grade 7

European Getaway - A Sonnet

Four cities, the trip of my biggest dreams
A fortnight in the latter month of June

But the whole trip will be more than it seems
Leaving feel so far but will come so soon
In London, the first stop of our journey

My birthplace I will finally return
Paris, the city of love, is worthy

To admire and release our concerns
Florence, what a beautiful place to see

All the pasta a boy could ever eat
Rome, the destination that will please me
With sights to see, and Romans to meet

This vacation will make my dreams come true
And will make me feel anything but blue

Blake Siegel
Grade 8

ALONE

 I am alone...Everywhere I go, I see blocks
    All I do is mine constantly every day
 I’m the only player in this game
	 	 I mine, I craft, I fight monsters
 Mighty, menacing mobs try 
	 	 to steal my delicate diamonds

	 	 I go through the same routine
	 	 	 	 	 every day
	 The worst part is...
	 	 I am alone with no one
	 	 	 	 	 beside me.

Ken Tomita
Grade 7
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The Morning Usual

I tumble out of bed,
To take a stroll outside.
As I take a deep breath,
The scent of fresh grass
Is as strong as ever.
As the geese stare
Into the distance,
The roaring mini truck
Stops,
Drops off its workers,
And waits silently.
As the workers attempt
To keep the grass happy,
I spot the geese
Fly away,
But I know,
They will be back
Tomorrow,
For another sunny day.

Leetal Ben-Simon
Grade 6

My Toothpaste Fell in the Sink

One bleak morning
as I was about to brush my teeth

An event changed me-
and caused me a lot of grief.

Out of the decorated white tube
slowly slid the paste

but as it hit the bristles
it fell, what a waste!

It happened very quickly
For my heart almost stopped

And onto the middle of the sink
The minute piece plopped.

I would squeeze it again
But I didn’t have time

So I scooped it from the side of the sink
among the dirt and grime.

I brushed my teeth slowly
Ingesting all the muck
But hurried up when

I heard I was late for the school bus-
A prime example of my luck.

Like Sisyphus, I face a daily trial.
Over quotidian labor though

I prefer toothpaste.
Compared to, it’s worthwhile.

This poem was a short one
And I have to wonder-
Will this happen again?

Most likely the same blunder.

Steven Orlofsky
Grade 7

Teach Me

I knew that all the misery and pain
could be turned into something beautiful

I just needed to know how
Before you, I was falling off the e

                                                             d
                                                               g
                                                                 e

You pulled me up
Gave me a new pair of glasses

But it was more than glasses
It was a new insight to life

So please
We may be separated by distance

But not in thought

Please keep teaching me
Because the only thing better than teaching

Is learning
Emily Schwartz
Grade 8

Bogdan Marginean
Grade 6
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My Mom

A girl always needs her mommy
To guide her when she is lost

Smile to say everything is okay
Even if it is not.

Guarding her from harm
Like a commander in chief

She remains strong
And never falls down.

She is the grass
That guides her to grow
Washing away the tears

Helping her bloom.

Always hanging in the air.
Allowing me to breathe

Calming my fears
You are my shining star.

Every girl needs a mom
For many, many things

Protection, growth, and just being around
Every mother is different

But mine is the best.

Michele Getselevich
Grade 7

Lena Proctor
Grade 8

 I am from
 Kickball with my siblings and kids in my block
 Tag, and hide and seek
 With my friends on the soft grass
 That rested over my yard.

 I am from
 The hot, outside air
 And a ball
 Being the only toy I really played with.
 From playing fetch and walking my dog
 And everyone saying, “hi!” or “I love your dog!”

 I am from 
 My fingers moving like a cheetah
 On my old, precious piano
 And from listening to my sister
 Playing the same songs I did, but on the violin.

 I am from 
 Visiting relatives who lived close by every day
 From sleepovers with my cousins every weekend
 And from hiking with my family on a big, nearby mountain.

 I am from 
 watching TV with my siblings and cousins
 From Batman, Superman and The Flintstones
 From Charlotte’s Web and The Little Prince
 Read out loud by my grandma at night

 I am from
 If You Leave Me Now by Chicago
 Listening to it everyday in the car going to school,
 Or just at home to spend time

 I am from
 Always having someone in my family
 To talk to or play with
 From big dinners, but it was just us
 Everything just felt like a party when my whole family
	 was there.
 From the warmth of my siblings and parents at home
 Keeping me safe and sound.

Camila Grisanti
Grade 7
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Essence

Thee whose star shines too bright
Are destined to burn out of sight

For those whose fires burn at head
Seem always to be the first to fall instead

To stand on limb
To fly by will
Foolish lies will never kill.

Fall asleep under the nearby grove
Sleep for a thousand years and love
The first to make a thousand men
But then to die at battle’s whim

The lore I once sought from the sky above
Holds no means for a sacred dove
Thy wings will carry to afar
And desert what’s left of the last man’s scar

The siren’s song that cries from depth
Lure away the boat of wealth
And take the claim for all is lost
Dream away reality.

Kelsey Chin
Grade 7

Well met, well met, this day we come together
A hall, a hall, to dance the old Mauresque!
No matter thou art an enemy of hither
Welcome dear guests, come, Capulet requests.
Hither comes Romeo, who would not dance.
In all the swarming crows, stands out a dove.
T’was less than a stare, but more than a glance,
T’was love at first sight, not unanswered love.
Romeo walks straight, with his handsome sight,
Toward Juliet and touches her hand.
He hath never seen true beauty till this night.
Their love for each other forever expands.
Though they are a pair of star-crossed lovers,
Love is stronger than what we discover.

Manami Akita
Grade 8

The Golden Letter

What’s a golden letter?
A child with red cheeks like a ripe apple would ask

The mother whispers as softly as autumn wind
You’ll see when it’s just the right time

with a warm smile like a sweet caramel
when the apples are ready to shine like berries

berries jewels colorful as gems
when the shiny golden leaf knocks at your window

it’s the letter of autumn
the best season you can imagine

Lisa Yamada
Grade 7

Sophie Gross
Grade 7
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Moon

The moon looked about
and felt loneliness,
For all she saw was the dark expanse of sky.
Until the Wind came,
And he blew the dark clouds far away.
Then she saw the Stars about her,
And did not feel solitude.
But she was still in darkness,
Until she turned and saw the Sun.
Then she shone strong and bright,
Whenever he was near her.
And with the Wind,
And the Stars,
And the Sun,
All about her
The Moon realized
That she was not alone.

Claire Gillespie
Grade 8

Remembrance

Death cloaked the moon
Behind those
Sad wrinkles

Was a
Soft heart

A loving
Heart

That will
Live beyond the
Highest clouds
A tear touched

My soul

Messages written
On the skyline

Whisper
Remembrance

Your voice
Still rings

In your ears
Your laugh still

Echoes
In the air

Your face is
Crystal clear
In my mind

Your sunshine
Has gone far
But I know
When the

Time is right
It will return soon

Jenny Liu
Grade 6

Riley Haffner
Grade 6
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Sunrise Painting

Dark, inky space
Just dark, inky space
Suddenly, light creeping up
Slowly but surely
Like a watercolor paint leaking across
Into the heavens
As the sky turns from black
To navy
Then a lighter blue-purple
Pale pink starts to flood
The celestial canvas
Like that mythical artist up there
Has lost a grip on his brush

Soon, the indigo disappears from the sky
Replaced with petal pink
And the bright orange glow
Of the sun
The sun gets higher
Bringing with it the
Wild blue yonder
That we are all used to
The other colors slowly fade away
As children all over the world
Awaken from their deep slumbers
And the palette is set
For tomorrow morning

Jamie Frances Robelen
Grade 6

The Death of a Day

A ravishing pink
Paints the sky.

The sun
Gleams

During dusk.

As the sun disappears
Into the night,

A marvelous moon
Takes its place.

Day transforms to night.

The stars twinkle
In the darkness,

Each one unique.
This beautiful sight
Happens at night,

While everyone’s busy
Dreaming.

Sophie Grippo
Grade 6

Emily Schwartz
Grade 8
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Like It Never Came

Warm summer night
air thick and steaming
then thunk, plunk, thunk
the first drops come
pitter patter on the roof
faster and harder by the second
rumble rumble rumble
growling in the distance
thick, dark clouds approaching
a streak of light cuts through the night
count to five
KABOOM
pitter patter pitter patter
thunk, plunk, thunk
the last drop falls
the air clears
the night is cool and calm.

Laura Clapp
Grade 8

The Fiery Sunset

The ink of the night
Slowly darkens

Into a shadowy fog
The chilly breeze
Stings my face

Like an angry bee
Flying through

My hair

While
The fiery sun

In the distance
Exhales its final breath

Plunging down
To the earth

It lifts
An enriching

Lavender blanket
Revealing

Supernatural
Purple streaks

Above me

Finally,
The pale moon

Emerges up
Behind the clouds

Casting
A celestial version
Of splatter paint
Of twinkling stars

Enveloping
The sky

Covering the world
In a shimmery haze

Sara Hove
Grade 6

Jack Ortner
Grade 7
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On pages 30 - 33, Popham 8 students wrote the following poems in response to 
literature read in class:

Unknown

You don’t know me; you don’t know me at all
Am I trying to isolate myself, to put up a wall?
Or am I slowly crumbling, letting everything fall
You don’t know me; you don’t know me at all

You don’t know me; you don’t know who I am
Am I crippled, can I even stand?
Or am I refusing help, not taking your hand
You don’t know me; you don’t know who I am

You don’t know me; you don’t know what I need
An education, friends, a good life to lead?
Or money wealth, a life full of greed
You don’t know me; you don’t know what I need

You don’t know me; you don’t know what I fear
The pain my father gives me after he drinks beer?
Or an out of control life that no one can steer
You don’t know me; you don’t know what I fear

You don’t know me; you don’t know what I love
Thinking ‘bout the day I can give my father a shove?
Or finding the non-violent world I dream of
You don’t know me; you don’t know what I love

You don’t know me; you don’t know what I dream
That maybe my dad wouldn’t be so mean?
Or that my life wouldn’t be so extreme
You don’t know me; you don’t know what I dream

You don’t know me; you don’t know my pain
The times I’m abused over and over again?
Or the way he hurts me, I just cannot explain
You don’t know me; you don’t know my pain

You don’t know me; you don’t know me at all
Am I trying to isolate myself, to put up a wall?
Or am I slowly crumbling, letting everything fall
You don’t know me; you don’t know me at all

Kendall Bensche - A reaction piece to You Don’t Know Me
Grade 8

It Was My Only Option

Alone, so very alone
No one understands me
I needed help
But no one came
Alone, so alone

My life was falling apart
Piece by piece
My classmates
They did this to me
Alone, so alone

I don’t deserve this
What’s wrong with this town?
What’s wrong with me?
Alone, so alone

Pills, small pills
Filled with happiness
FIlled with joy
Filled with death
Alone, so alone

It will all end
All the pain
All the torture
Gone forever
All I have to do is swallow
Alone, so alone

Nick Quill - A reaction piece to 
Thirteen Reasons Why

Grade 8

Robert Pallas
Grade 7
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No Ordinary Day

If 
There was

A day when
All the adults just

Disappeared
What would 

You do?
Away

Gone forever
Without even a goodbye

Just              an ordinary             day
What               would you                do?
If                   everyone but             you

Were                                               gone
It              wouldn’t be            ordinary

Just                                               alone
No        one can hear your     screams
You                 are very              alone

Would            you save the             day?
Or             stand there being          stupid

What if everything
Got a lot better, upgraded
Who would protect you?

Who would protect the children?
They would all be

Alone                          Abandoned
Scared                       Terrified
Grateful                      Worried

What would you do?

Sabrina Knaack
A reaction piece to Gone
Grade 8

Kazune Nakamae
Grade 8

Type to enter text I am Different

 On the outside,
 I look the same.
 On the inside,
 There is much more pain

	 My father is dead.
	 I would give anything to live your life instead.

 To re-live the old days
 Before I was caught in this endless maze.

	 Distraught, hurt and confused.
	 Throwing up seemed like the right thing to do.

 A way to escape the stresses of life.
 But my vile ways caused more than a plight.

	 I tried to come up with who I wanted to be.
	 But even the prettiest girls turned out to be
	 	 just like me.

 I tried to get help,
 But no one could see,
 I wasn’t responding because
 I wasn’t who I appeared to be.

	 I want to try all I can,
	 To make you all understand.
	 There is more to life than looks and brains.
	 Some people really do feel pain.

Mishtii Murari
A reaction piece to Perfect

Grade 8
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The Missing Lock

All it was was fun and games
until the building was in flames. Oscar

heard his father’s voice      one last time, And knew
something had happened,           maybe a crime? And that was

the end, for Oscar had lost           his father and best friend. Until
he found a mysterious key,           And needed to find the lock, yet
timidly. He went around the Big Apple, searching for something to

understand his grapple. Oscar met many people with
the last name Black, and thought he was

taking a few steps back.
He had a breakdown,

but then turned his
frown upside down.

Along the way he met
a fascinating man,
and Oscar and he
made a plan. Until

Oscar met the person
that he was looking for,

     it was a man that was also 
                                           very poor. They exchanged their stories, and
                                           Oscar had no worries. Until he found out the
                                           key was not for him,
                                           and Oscar’s heart went 
                                           very dim. He then returned
                                           home, and gave a large groan.
                                           Oscar realized that he and his father are still
                                           together, in his heart and in his memories forever
                                           and ever.

Carolina Siekierski
A reaction piece to
Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close
Grade 8

Annie Cohen
Grade 8
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If
You don’t know me then how

do I know you? When he hits me why
does he not hit you? It’s one big question

but is it really? Or are you letting him hurt ME
Do I cry, do I cause                  pain to deserve it
Nothing is what                           Nothing is what
It really is, I’m                              never there and
I’m never here                               but I am there

                                                              Am I confusing 
                                                              You? Are you
                                                          Getting confused
                                                     Are you as SCARED
                                                 As I am that you
                                              Are not loved
                                           Enough? Do you
                                          Think I care?
                                          Am I allowed?
                                          To even care

                                            Then that
                                       Just proves how
                                        Much you don’t 
                                            Know me.

Jacob Stiel
A reaction piece to

You Don’t Know Me
Grade 8

There Are Girls

Every day I go to school
I take a sip
I eat a bite
When I grow up
I’ll have a chance
The same chance
As my little brother
But there are girls
Who work all day
Getting water
Not even fit to drink
When they grow up
They’ll have no choice
A vicious cycle
And they’ll be hungry
They’ll be mothers
And watch their daughters
Grow up
WIthout a chance

Zoe Ewing
Human Rights poem
Grade 8

Anand Chitale
Grade 8
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